7th september 2019
TRIBAL UNITY
Over the biological plan, the tribal unity designates a sequence of very specific
genetic codes, registered in the “supposedly” uncoded part of the human’s DNA.
The genome of the tribal unity has the astonishing particularity of identifying, of
recognising, then to make meet the members of the same soul family together,
spreaded in a world of 3rd density through the reincarnation process. Because when
they are activated, the codes of this tribal genome authorise the mitochondrion
proteins to deploy themselves and to reconnect themselves to the universe’s
informational field. In the way of a radio antenna, these proteins are then capable of
emitting and perceiving a signal roaming the informational field.
This signal makes it possible for the souls of same ethical code and frequency of
similar vibratory resonance to reconnect themselves and sometimes, when they
inhabit a human body, to encounter on the plan of the 3rd density again.
The tribal unity’s genome brings therefore closer, not only the souls of a same soul
family when they are incarnated, but also the ones occupying other dimensions of
reality or other densities.
And it is thanks to the genetic resonance frequency emitted in the informational field
during the past transition of the worlds, that the Kachinas had been informed of the
time of the soul’s harvest (See “Atlantis against Mu - White Bear’s Statement”). They
had been able to “exfiltrate” the ones of their soul’s lineage, incarnated in 3rd density,
before the collapse of Atlantis' civilisation.
So, once reunited by their “common” work, the members of this tribal unity will begin
their transition in the worlds of superior densities, helped by their own ones.
And it is in this way that the LEOs form a genetic tribal unity of which the
consciousness’ center is located in the Lion’s constellation. Likewise for the
Cassiopeans or the Pleiadeans whom, connected to their proper consciousness’
center, each of them in its respective constellation, are gathered by their specific
tribal unity together.
The genes of the tribal unity are also responsible of the connexion with our Superior
Self, in other words, the ones that we are in the future.
That is also for this reason that a “healing” work produced by this group of
individuals, in other words the repair process of a fragmented soul in 3rd density, can
be infinitely powerful. By the strength of this tribal resonance, this work is as effective
if not more, than the one produced by the genetic resonance of a biological family.
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Why this ?
Because a bigger number of consciousnesses are united by the tribal group, which is
an ensemble of genetic codes gathering a soul family of transdimensional impact
together, itself linked to the superior densities, whereas a biological family only
concerns a social ensemble of 3rd density linked through blood connections.
Indeed, it is well at a superior density level that our consciousnesses create
gravitation, so the circumstances (illness or healing) make it possible to evolve the
ones of 3rd density. Viruses for example, are mind-forms produced by our
consciousnesses of superior densities in order to give us the opportunities to
understand.
That also explains that a simple medical or psychiatric treatment is only sticking a
plaster on a wound or on an uneasiness, but will never resolve them in depth.
A well known example is the gift that possesses the Aborigene’s people whom,
thanks to a common energetical work, quickly manage to heal the ones of their tribe.
At the stage where even an open fracture can be reduced and healed in a few hours
only.
That means that by connecting themselves to their Superior Self, these individuals
call for the strength of their “collective consciousness”, coming from the superior
densities, in order for it to intervene in their reality of 3rd density.
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